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Focal Theme: "Science & Technology: Development with Women Empowerment"

The Indian Science Congress (ISC), being held from 3rd to 7th January 2022 at Nagpur would focus on scientific 
development in India under a feminine veil keeping in view the women empowerment and socio-political changing scenario.

The Theme of 108th Indian Science Congress therefore has been aptly chosen as “SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY for 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT with WOMEN EMPOWERMENT”.

The forthcoming ISC has been designed to celebrate the spirit of womanhood and their remarkable contribution in the field of 
Science and Technology. In sync with their natural gift to generate, women have stood out as a true harbinger and have led 
the foundation of a number of innovative and niche developments and discoveries. The Congress aims to address all the key 
issues that are obstacles to the growth of Women in the fields of Science & Technology.

As per the precedence, Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi would inaugurate the 108th Indian Science Congress on 3rd 
January 2023. Eminent scientists, industry leaders, technocrats, policy makers and academicians would grace the occasion.

Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University (RTMNU), one of the premier educational institutions of central India, 
established in 1923 & hence celebrating centennial year of establishment, will be playing the role of the 'host university' for 
ISC.

A key highlight of the event is the Pride of India (PoI)-Mega Science Exhibition that has emerged as a unique platform for 
organisations from both public and prvicate sectors to showcase their achievements in science and technology.

Vigyan Jyot (Flame of Knowledge) remains lit at the venue of the Indian Science Congress PoI Expo for the duration of the 
Congress. Lakhs of students, dignitaries and general public visit Vigyan Jyot every year and take an oath to spread the 
awareness of science.

A dedicated pavilion called the Hall of Pride will portray the life journey of unique personalities who have created indelible 
mark not just in India but globally in the field of science and technology.

https://www.biospectrumindia.com


Established in 1914, Indian Science Congress Association (ISCA) is the premier Indian Science Community organisation. For 
the last 107 years, ISCA has been bringing together has been bringing together the entire scientific fraternity to discuss the 
key issues related to various streams of science.

 

Thrust Areas:

Defence ? Nanotechnology ? Agriculture ? Biodiversity ? Biotechnology ? Environmental Science ? Bio energy ? 
Renewable Energy ? Medical Sciences ? Climate change ? Electronic Sector ? Space Science & Technology ? ICT ? 
Transportation ? Child health care ? Water Management ? Technologies for physically challenged ? Science 
education for women ? Skill development ? Startup ? Innovation


